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Abstract

Study 1 Results

• Atheists remain a maligned group in America, with polls consistently
ﬁnding nega#ve aCtudes towards atheists (Edgell, Gerteis, & Hartmann,
2006), an aCtude that has been linked with intui#ve judgments of atheists
as untrustworthy (Gervais, 2014).
• This study explored the physical component of these stereotypes.
• A follow-up study explores possible valence confounds with posi#ve and
nega#ve representa#ons an unrelated trait, competence.
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An#-atheist prejudice stems largely from distrust and moral suspicion. We
explored intui#ve trust judgments of atheists in the absence of cues to actual
behavior. Par#cipants intui#vely viewed untrustworthy-looking faces as more
representa#ve of atheists than theists. These results suggest that there is a
physical component to atheist stereotypes. A follow-up study explored
possible valence confounds.
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Figure 1. Point es#mates for propor#on of individuals choosing op#on B. Higher
es#mates mean more people choosing B, the sta#s#cally less likely op#on

• Study 1 revealed a signiﬁcant interac#on between condi#ons in a logis#c
regression.
• The untrustworthy face was more representa#ve of an atheist than the
trustworthy face. There was no diﬀerence between the faces for Chris#an.
• To determine if the results were driven by the general nega#ve valence of
the untrustworthy face rather than the speciﬁc trait of trust, we ran a
follow-up with posi#ve and nega#ve versions of another trait, competence.
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Procedure
• Conjunc#on Fallacy Task (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983)
• Displayed trustworthy/untrustworthy faces (Stahl et al., 2002; Todorov
& Oosterhof, 2011) instead of vigneYes.
• Which is more likely of the individual pictured above:
• A) He is a graduate student
OR (labels between-subjects)
• B) He is a graduate student and a (Chris6an/Atheist)
• Fully between-subjects
• Target Trust (high vs. low) x Target Religion (Chris#an vs. Atheist in
op#on B)
Par6cipants
• MTurk sample - N ≈ 400 (who didn’t fail aYen#on check; 450 collected)
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Figure 2. Point es#mates for propor#on of individuals choosing op#on B, “Atheist”.

Higher es#mates mean more people choosing B, the sta#s#cally less likely op#on.

• Study 2 failed to yield any signiﬁcant interac#ons or main eﬀects in the
logis#c regression. Results are given in Figure 2.
• The sample size was smaller than expected due to high failure of the
aYen#on check ques#on. Further studies are needed to explore this
possible interac#on.

Discussion & Conclusions
The current studies indicate that a physical representa#on of atheism may
exist, though the exact nature is not yet clear. Study 1 provides support that
untrustworthy faces are more representa#ve of atheists than trustworthy
faces, but Study 2 failed to illustrate that this eﬀect is driven by the speciﬁc
trait of trust rather than a general associa#on with nega#ve traits, including
incompetence. Study 2 did have lower power, but follow-up studies are
needed before conclusive results can be drawn. Replica#on of the original
ﬁnding is also needed before the original eﬀect can be conﬁrmed.
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Procedure
• The same procedure as in Study 1 was used, with two addi#onal morphed
faces.
• For simplicity, the Chris#an condi#on was dropped, leaving a 2 x 2.
• Fully between-subjects
• Target Trait (Trust vs. Competence) x Trait Valence (Nega#ve vs.
Posi#ve)
Par6cipants
• Students (Tablet) - N = 131 (who didn’t fail aYen#on check; 250 collected)
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